Asahi Glass Proves Best Screen Protection Material
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Japanese glass manufacturing company, Asahi Glass Company also known as AGC, is the world’s leading maker of sheet glass used for glass screen protectors for iPhone 6 and 6 Plus cell phones.

(Newswire.net -- April 5, 2015) Tampa, Fl -- Founded in 1907, and headquartered in Tokyo, Asahi has forged its core areas of production in: automotive glass and industrial material, bio-technology, electronic materials, optics and telecommunication, and flat glass and construction material.

When you think of glass materials and how many applications there are, there weighs the fine balance between strength, visibility, and appearance. Glassware, for instance has its heat resistant qualities built for withstanding high levels of heat preserving its contents. The chemicals used in their business are committed to being safe for environmental production processes. Fluorinated rosins are the core of much of their manufacturing. The disposal of glass after its useful life and its effects on the landfill and environment are important for Asahi’s commitment to its corporate principles.

Screen glass protectors, used by companies like TQP, find that offering the highest manufactured glass products is vital to its product line. Consumers are more sensitive to toxic impact from materials that they purchase. Disposing of electronic gadgets is becoming a big problem environmentally and therefore many states have laws protecting inadvertent dumping of such electronics randomly. With environmentally safe chemicals used such as those by Asahi, make dumping less of a challenge and environmental burden.

The range of products throughout the world that Asahi and its affiliates manufacture, is quite vast. With screen protectors becoming a necessity to accompany one’s purchase of cell phones today, these are required to be strong and resistant to impact and scratching, while also maintaining its thin and sleek look and feel. After all, while protecting the precious cell phone screen from damage, this glass covering must maintain the touch sensitivity preserving the functionality that the phone was designed to have.

Prior to the use of Asahi glass, the cell phone industry flocked to PET or polyethylene terephthalate, a form of plastic that bottles and containers are made of. This initially provided the sheer cover with the clarity and touch responsiveness needed for smart cell phones. (By the way, the industry is dominated now by Apple’s iPhone or Samsung’s Galaxy.) The PET covers proved to be conducive to fingerprints, smudging, bubbles, and scratches, while not providing the glass screen protection for the “expensive” cell phone.

This glass material serves as the “shield” so to speak, for the cell phone’s factory made original screen. Although it may break itself upon significant impact, it is designed to be the buffer in protecting the original screen from breaking. It therefore can be replaced with another glass screen protector at a nominal price versus replacing the cell phone or its glass. Once an iPhone or Galaxy’s original screen has been cracked, there is a good chance that its functionality through its sensitive touch screen, will be compromised and become a much more expensive proposition.

Contact TQP or Trusted Quality Product for more information regarding providing safeguards for your iPhone 6 or 6 Plus cell phone at: (866) 907-2978 or Email: support@trustedqualityproduct.com
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